


FlowCom is conducting a series of presales for FiG, starting from 20th March until 20th June. 
Subsequently, FlowCom will launch FiG IDO on Binance Smart Chain on 27th June. Presale token 
will enjoy lucrative discounts; and the presale token shall be unlocked in phases. 

Our Presale aims to raise 9M USDT. There are three phases, whose details  are given below:

 • Presale 1 from 20th March, 5,2 Mil FiGs is offered at the rate of 0.38 USDT per FiG
 • Presale 2 starts immediately after token allocation for Presale 1 is exhausted. 5,2 Mil FiG  
 is offered at the rate of 0.58 USDT per FiG.
 • Presale 3 starts immediately after token allocation for Presale 2 is exhausted.  5,2 Mil FiG  
 is offered at the rate of 0.79 USDT per FiG.

The minimum value for presale purchase is $50. Our presale concludes on 26 June. Leftover 
presale token is burnt at the end of the PreSale. We will carry out FiG IDO on Binance Smart Chain 
on 27 June, at the rate of 1 USDT per FiG.

Presale Token Unlock: Starting from the date of IDO, the presale token will be unlocked. In the 
first 30 hours from 00:00 27th June, 1% will be released each hour. Subsequently, the remaining 
70% will be unlocked at the rate of 1% per day.

FiG exchange listing: FlowCom is actively negotiating with major exchanges to have FiG listed 
on their platforms. Our plan is to have FiG available on a top 50 exchange with daily volume 
surpassing $1Billion by late July, with an expected initial listing of 2 USDT per FiG. Subsequently, 
we aim to have FiG listed on a top 25 exchange with daily volume surpassing $2Billion by 
Q4/2021, and at least 5 major exchanges by the end of 2021. We will release more information 
on these listings once we finalise the arrangements with our exchange partners.
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FIG TOKEN PRICE ROADMAP:

Barring the bullish speculation of the crypto market, we envision FiG Token Price Roadmap 
(denominated in USD) based entirely on the expansion of FlowCom user-base and the wide variety 
of services it offers.
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 $2/FiG.

Q 3 / 2 0 2 1

$3/FiG when the platform reaches 500k 
users worldwide, coupled with the 
launch of FlowCom E-Commerce

Q 1 / 2 0 2 2

$5/FiG when the platform reaches 1M 
users, coupled with the launch of 
FlowCom MicroTask

Q 2 / 2 0 2 2

$8/FiG when the platform reaches 2M 
users, coupled with the launch of 
ML-as-a-Service

Q 3 / 2 0 2 2

$12/FiG when the platform reaches 
5M users, coupled with the launch of 
Data-as-a-Service

Q 4 / 2 0 2 2

$20/FiG when the platform reaches 10M 
users.

Q 2 / 2 0 2 3


